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ABSTRACT 
We obtain a simple derivation of Korzhik’s result on the burst distribution of a 
linear code. 
INTRODUCTION 
Using group characters, Korzhik [2] expressed the burst distribution of a 
linear code in terms of parameters of some special vectors of its dual. In this 
note we give a simplified proof of Korzhik’s result using only elementary 
linear algebra. 
BURST DISTRIBUTION OF A LINEAR CODE 
Let V be an (n, k) linear code over K = GF(2), and let V 1 be the dual of 
V. An n-vector in K” is called a burst of length b (2 < b < n) if all of its 
nonzero components are confined to b consecutive positions, the first and the 
last of which are both nonzero. Korzhik [2] defined the following: 
(1) Four special vectors of length i as follows: 
R’,=(l,O )..., O,l), Ri= (0,o ,...) o,o), 
R$=(O,O )...) O,l), R\ = (l,o ,...) O,O), 
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(2) the operators 
and 
(3) the parameters 
for t = 1 to 4 and i = 2 to n, where 
6(v) = { 1 if v=O, 0 otherwise. 
We now give a simple proof of Korzhik’s result on burst distributions of a 
linear code. 
THEOREM. lf 4.’ denotes the number of bursts of length i in an (n, k) 
linear code V, then 
N”= 2iGn+k-2[ n _ 
1 for 2 <i < n 
Proof. Let 
T;= {&W+)=P,;}. 
Clearly Ti is a subspace of K” such that 
(T;) i = { v E K”: v has nonzero components only in bits j to i + j - l} 
and dim(Ti)l = i. It is easy to check that 
V+(T$ 
(T$ = V”(:$ 
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(see Herstein [l, Problem 13, p. 1361). Thus 
dim(V+(7’;)L)-dim(Z’/)L =dimV-dim(Vn(~)L), 
i.e., 
dim( Vfl( T/) L ) =dimV+dim(T,‘)l -dim(V+(Z”)L) 
=k+i-n+dim(VLn(T;)). 
Therefore 
(vn(q)‘l=2 ) k+i-n+dim(V%(T;)) 
i.e., 
Using a simple inclusionexclusion argument, it is evident that 
From (A) and (B) it follows that 
,:,=“~~+‘[2k+i~nlvln~~l_2k+i-l-“lvlnl;’,l’l 
j=l 
i.e., 
N~V= 2k+i-n-2 n~+1[41V’nr;l+lv-n?;;:l 
j=l 
-2lvlnyi,‘l-zjvlnT;-ll] (Cl 
Now make all the projections have the same starting and ending coordinates 
by, for example, noting that 
q-1 = qJ(q + *q) 
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where the * means that R$ is patched out before and after with appropriate 
numbers of O’s and combining terms in (C). We get 
I, ~-,+l 
Nib’= 2k+i-n-2 
jFl c,2,L [‘(L’j(‘)+R;)+6(L;(u)+R:) 
-@,;(c)+R;)-6(L’,(o)+R;)] 
_ 2k+i-tx-2 
r n-i+1 
I +i+l)+ C 1 {~(L;((,)+R:)+S(L;(~)+R~) t-tVl j= 1 ti#O 
-8(L)(c)+R;)-fi(l;(o)+R;)} I CD) 
But (D) is exactly the theorem with [t replaced by its definition. 
An example follows: 
EXAMPLE. Let V = R( 1,3) be the first order Reed-Muller code of length 
23 = 8. Then V is the (8,4) self-dual code generated by 
L 
00001111 
c=OO 1100 11 
01010101’ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
It is easy to check that the parameters {,! for V ’ are 
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Now 
NV= 2i+k-n-2[ n _ 
I 
i+l+{;+[;-{;-{;], 2<i<8 
=2i~6[9-i+5:+51.-3~-c] (‘.’ n=8,k=4) 
Substituting the values of I;, we have 
N2’=0, N3”=0, N4’=3, N;=O, 
h&,=4, N7v=4, N8’=4. 
The author is grateful to the anonymous refmee for his valuable comments 
and suggestions. 
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